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Abstract & Introduction

biomarkers, and if necessary immediate shipping (low-cost

truCOLLECT - Blood presents a novel system for direct-touch

non-refrigerated). Furthermore, based on the specific interest,

collection of whole blood, its stabilized, desiccated storage

at demand extraction of biomarkers in the destined clinical or

and transport, and the AFA-energetics™ based extraction of

diagnostic core laboratory can be done on demand: the

biomarkers (DNA, RNA and protein). This product was designed

biomolecules of choice (DNA, RNA or protein) are extracted

to offer both, a novel alternative to expensive and logistically

by adding the adequate extraction buffer directly to the

expansive storage of liquid/frozen specimens and a qualitatively

truCOLLECT – Blood storage tube with the desiccated specimen.

and quantitatively advanced alternative to Dry Blood Spots (DBS).

By applying AFA-energetics the sample is rehydrated, cells are
lysed and intra- and extra-cellular biomolecules are released.

Currently, storage and archiving of blood specimens is

The extraction process and buffers are compatible with most

cumbersome, expensive and requires large scale facilities with

downstream processing workflows (nucleic acid purification,

freezers and cold-storage rooms. Repeated freeze-thaw cycles

ELISA, LC-MS etc.). The truCOLLECT – Blood collection tool

impact yield and quality of extractable nucleic acids [2], but it

allows collection of exactly metered volumes upon saturation,

is the logistics of refrigerated/frozen storage that presents a

rendering truCOLLECT compatible with quantitative studies (e.g.,

significant burden (maintenance, storage space and energy costs)

RNA expression profiling, Cytokine levels).

[3]. An alternative to refrigerated or long-term frozen storage are
DBS, but this blood archiving and storage suffers from a series of

The Alternative to Fresh/Frozen and DBS

disadvantages, most notably poor recovery of nucleic acids, poor

The cost of sample storage and archiving is a significant

preservation of labile biomarkers such as RNA and certain

constraint for ramping up large scale clinical NGS studies,

proteins, and cumbersome preparation before shipping/storage.

such as routine treatment monitoring in blood cancer patients,

Multiple punches per extraction and extraction repeats are

post-natal genetic testing, evolutionary and population genetics

necessary until the desired yield is reached [9]. Nucleic acid

studies. In addition, population screening during viral and other

yield is frequently insufficient for routine non-amplification and

disease outbreaks [6] and vaccination studies such as for SARS-

non-targeted based NGS analysis [4]. RNA quality from DBS

CoV-2 immunization in remote areas, will only be affordable if a

specimens is poor [5, 8] and restricts studies to expression

convenient collection, storage and shipping system exists that

profiling; more in-depth analysis requires RNA extracted from

integrates seamlessly into downstream analysis and preserves

chemically stabilized liquid samples.

the biomarker portfolio in the specimen such that is reflects the
composition at the point of sample collection.

The truCOLLECT – Blood family of products is designed
to change the paradigm of biological specimen storage and

Sample

Shipping
Conditions

Time in Transit

IATA/DOT
Restrictions

Boston –> CA
--------------Boston –> DC

Vacutainer
Blood

2 to 80 °C,
insulated
container/ice
pads

Next Day Air
Priority

Yes. Special
Label / Trained
Shipper

$ 102
--------------S 77

truCOLLECT –
Blood or DBS
Card

Ambient,
padded
envelope

Next Day or
2nd Day

No

$ 61 (save $60)
--------------$ 26 (save $50)

processing. It represents a platform that enables clinicians
and researchers to look beyond purely nucleic acid based NGS
analysis (both DNA and RNA based) into other areas of molecular
diagnostics, such as blood protein biomarker analysis and
pathogen detection/ID.
truCOLLECT – Blood allows collection of whole blood using a

Table 1. Cost comparisons of shipping either BCTs or truCOLLECT – Blood specimens

lancet-based finger or heel-stick, immediate cross-contamination

to either side of the country from Boston suggest savings of $76 and $59 (Boston to
California and Boston to DC, respectively) for the truCOLLECT – Blood specimen as

free specimen storage and stabilization to preserve labile

compared to liquid whole blood.
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truCOLLECT – Blood - DNA
NGS- and Molecular Diagnostics-Grade Quantity and Quality
• Eliminate variables such as drying time, environmental conditions, and high risk of contamination often associated with dried blood
		 spot (DBS) collection; simple and easy to follow collection workflow. (Figure A)
• Eliminate concerns about and yield and stability: DNA stored in truCOLLECT is even stable at elevated temperatures. (Figure B)
• AFA-energetics based extraction guarantees high yield and high quality NGS-grade DNA; sufficient DNA quantity to allow targeted
		 and/or whole genome sequence analysis. (Figure C1, C2 and C3)
• Magnetic bead-based truCOLLECT – Blood DNA purification kit is fully automatable.
• Blood volumes collected when saturation of the micro tip is reached are highly reproducible: average adsorbed liquid blood

QUICK
		 = 36 μl (3.8%
CV)

GUIDE

truCOLLECT Blood Collection
and
			 - Forensic sciences
Clinical
trial recruitment
			Stabilized
- Organ transplantation screening
Preparation:
Desiccated
Animal model studies
			 - Bloodborne infectious disease screening/diagnostics
Transport
System
(DSTS)
Pediatric screening & neonatal testing

• DNA Quantity and Quality obtained from
®truCOLLECT – Blood DNA are suited for:
			 - Population genetic studies
			 			 			 -

Open Covaris truCOLLECT Kit; contents include:
• Puritan Swab Hydra Flock (PN 25-3318-HBT)
• AFA-TUBE PP Screw Cap 10 ml (sterile)
• Desiccant sachet (1 g Molecular Sieve)
• Lancet
• Alcohol pad
• Biohazard bag
• Adhesive bandage

1. Open the kit pouch and remove the swab tube, lancet, alcohol pad,
and adhesive bandage.
2. Twist off the protective tip cover from the lancet. Perform the finger
or heelstick with the lancet. It will only activate when pressed
against the skin.
3. Remove the swab from the tube and break at the break point (the
tube and handle with the cap can be discarded).
4. Touch the tip against the blood drop and have the swab wick off
the blood. Turn the swab during collection to cover the entire tip
with blood. NOTE: the swab tip must be saturated with blood.

Place the swab into the center of the tube so
as not to smear the sides of the tube. The
flocked end should rest at the bottom of the
tube.

Insert the desiccant sachet, curl the sachet
slightly, and insert it along the swab handle
until the sachet top is aligned with the tube
top. Now you are ready to cap the tube.

Place in biohazard bag. Label the
sample and prepare for shipment.

NOTE: Dry Storage
and Transport
Conditions: Samples
are shipped
dry and may Workflow.
be stored at 5 to 30 °C for up to 7 days.
Figure
A. truCOLLECT
– Blood
Collection
Information subject to change without notice. For research only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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Individual Value Plot of DNA [% Day 1]
120

DNA [% Day 1]
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Figure B. DNA yield from whole blood stored in truCOLLECT – Blood DNA collection
device. 35 µl of whole blood (purple top vacutainer) was adsorbed onto truCOLLECT
swab micro-tip, inserted into the device and stored in presence of the desiccant for
up to one month at room temperature, -20 and 56 °C. Room temperature samples
were stored for an additional time (92, 293 and 517 days). All samples were extracted
by adding 400 µl of DNA Extraction buffer to the truCOLLECT Collection device and
submitting the sample with AFA-energetics for 3 minutes. The DNA in the lysate
was then purified with the truXTRAC DNA Kit for truCOLLECT-plus - Magnetic Bead
(PN 520260). DNA was quantified by via Qubit. DNA yields are presented as percent
of day 1 (control). Mean = dark circle, variability = open circle.
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Comparison of whole blood samples (3 volunteers) split between:
• 35 µl Fresh (liquid) on day 0 – DNA purified via MN NucleoSpin DNA (PN 740951)
• 35 µl on truCOLLECT swab desiccated – DNA extracted on day 2 with AFA and purified via Covaris truXTRAC DNA Kit for
		 truCOLLECT-plus - Magnetic Bead (PN 520260)
• 5 x 3 mm DBS punches – DNA extracted on day 2 after storage via Norgen Dried Blood Spot (DBS) DNA (PN 36000)
C1

C3

DNA
Fresh Blood

DNA
truCOLLECT

DNA
DBS

C2

NOTE: Y axis scaled
due to low yield
from 5 x 3mm punch

Figure C1: Yield as measured by Qubit
Figure C2: Quality as measured by amplifiability using the KAPA hgDNA QC and calculating the ratios of Q305bp/Q41bp.
Figure C3: Fragment Analyzer (Agilent) electropherograms of isolated DNA.
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truCOLLECT – Blood - RNA

described via the truXTRAC viral RNA kit (PN inquire). Samples

Stability and Quality Preservation without Harsh Chemicals

from subjects 808 to 817 were collected 4 days before extraction
and subjects 819 to 823 one day before extraction.

• The RNA content in whole blood is inheritably unstable as
		 soon as the tissue is being collected [7].
• RNA preserving blood collection devices in form of special
		 BCTs to preserve RNA are available (e.g., RNAlater,
		 PaxGene, Tempus), but they suffer from:
			 - Significant dilution of sample into a liquid preservative
				 (as much as 5-fold)
			 - Shipment safety restrictions
• RNA extracted from DBS is of sub-standard quality and low
		 quantity [5, 8]

Figure D1. RNA yield as measured by QubitWorkFlow.

• truCOLLECT – Blood RNA advantages:
			 - No harsh chemicals or dilutions into liquids
			 - High quality and quantity as compared to DBS;
				 extracted and purified RNA is suited for RNAseq
				 applications that go beyond expression profiling –
				 longer more intact RNA guarantees more information
				 (Figure D1, D2, E and F)
			 - Storage, transport and stability at ambient
				 temperature (Figure F)
Figure D2. RNA quality as measured by BioAnalyzer (Agilent)

			 - Blood sample is protected from environmental
				 impacts immediately after collection.
Figure D1/2, E: Lancet-let fingertip blood from 5 volunteers (4
truCOLLECT – Blood RNA samples per volunteer) was collected
onto sterile truCOLLECT – Blood swabs. Swabs were stored
in the truCOLLECT AFA-TUBE (Figure A). Day 0 controls were
subjected to RNA extraction immediately after storage by adding
0.5 ml extraction buffer/Proteinase K mix to the truCOLLECT
Blood AFA-TUBE and subjecting to 3 minutes AFA-treatment.

Figure E. BioAnalyzer electropherogram examples of RNA extracted at day 0 (red)

The lysate was then purified via the Covaris truXTRAC viral

and day 7 (blue) after storing at room temperature.

RNA Extraction kit. The remaining samples were stored at RT
(2 volunteer samples), 37 ° C (2 volunteer samples) or 56 ° C (1

Subject ID

volunteer sample s, 3 samples each). At day 1, day 3, and day 7

Storage Time RNA Elution
Ambient Temp. Volume (ul)

808

after collection, the RNA was extracted and purified. Yield was

809

determined by Qubit and RIN scores by analyzing an aliquot of

810

the extracted RNA on the BioAnalzyer (Agilent).

816

4 days

817

20

819

Table 2: Lancet-let fingertip blood from 9 subjects enrolled by a

820

collaborating institution was collected onto sterile truCOLLECT

822

– Blood swab microtips as described (Figure A). The specimens

823

stored in the truCOLLECT AFA-TUBE were sent in a padded

1 day

RNA
(ng/ul)

total RNA
(ng)

RIN
(BioAnalyzer)

6.9

138.6

3.4

7.5

150.6

3.9

3.5

69.4

5.4

9.1

181.4

3.7

9.0

180.0

6.1

6.4

127.6

6.3

8.6

172.00

5.5

7.1

141.4

4.9

15.4

308.0

5.3

RT-qPCR*
Average Ct
(% CV)

24.8 (2.1)

Table 2. Yield, quality and amplifiability (RT-qPCR GAPDH transcript average Ct with 1

envelope to Covaris. RNA was extracted and purified as

ng total RNA input) of RNA extracted from patient samples in Illinois and shipped to
Covaris. *RT-qPCR: 1 ng total RNA input; GAPDH mRNA-specific amplicon.
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truCOLLECT – Blood - Protein:
Total Cytokine from Desiccated Whole Blood

before extraction. Extraction of total cytokines was done by
adding 200 μl of ELISA buffer (TBS, 0.1% Tween 20) and treating
with AFA-energetics. The lysate was cleared by centrifugation

• Designed to control the physical properties of a fresh
		 blood sample and to preserve integrity of blood

from any cellular debris and following 50 μl of the cleared lysate

		 biomarkers.

processed according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Abcam).
Fresh whole blood controls extractions were done by diluting

• Focused on cytokines that are present in minute

35 μl whole blood with 165 μl ELISA buffer and mixing by

		 concentrations; preservation from degradation after blood

vortexing before processing as described before. All fluorescent

		 collection.

ELISA cytokine assays were from Abcam (Cambridge, MA):

• Active extraction by AFA-energetics to disrupt sequestered

Oncostatin M (PN ab229401), Interleukin-6 (PN ab229434) and

		 and complexed intra- and extracellular cytokines bound to

Interleukin-17 (PN ab216167).

		 other proteins such as albumin, ferritin, globulin etc.
• Robust specimen sampling workflow by choosing
		 appropriate rehydration and extraction buffers to stabilize
		 the biomarker and to allow simple downstream analysis w/o
		 purification (e.g., non-denaturing ELISA buffer)
• truCOLLECT – Blood total Cytokine applications include
			 - Longitudinal pharmacological studies
			 - Vaccine efficacy including immunization monitoring
				 (antibody concentration/response)
			 - Epidemiological studies (e.g., impact of exposure to

Figure F. Oncostatin M ELISA of whole blood lysate extracted from truCOLLECT –

				 toxins onto immune response)

Blood via AFA-energetics (active) or vortex (passive) and compared to fresh whole
blood.  

			 - Clinical trial recruitment & Population studies (impact
				 of drugs on blood biomarker expression)
			 - Animal model studies (drug development)
Three examples of AFA-energetics based total cytokine
extraction from desiccated stabilized blood are presented. AFAenergetics based extraction for desiccated blood is done using
a simple ELISA buffer for sample rehydration and extraction
(Figure F, G and H). AFA-energetics based extraction results in
higher total measurable cytokine concentrations as compared to
passive (vortex-based) extraction. This is due to a standardized

Figure G. IL-17 ELISA of whole blood lysate extracted from truCOLLECT – Blood.

extraction process that involves nano-mixing on the molecular

AFA-energetics treatment time course shows an optimal extraction at 3 minutes.

level. It results in effective protein complex dissociation even
in non-denaturing buffers. The compete disassociation of
cytokines and other low-level whole blood proteins results
in an increase in sensitivity of an ELISA-based total cytokine
detection. In case of the Oncostatin M (OSM) extraction from
whole blood, the increase in concentration in the AFA-energetics
extracted samples as compared to passive extraction is explained
by the total homogenization of the sample and the release of
neutrophile-stored OSM (10) (Figure F).
Figure G. IL-6 ELISA of whole blood lysate extracted from truCOLLECT – Blood.

Whole blood (35 μl) was adsorbed to the truCOLLECT – Blood

Comparison of active AFA-energetics extraction and passive vortex extraction at 1, 2,

collection device and stored desiccated for at least 24 hours

and 3 minute treatment time.
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Conclusion and Outlook
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